MAG-MIFAB
Access Panels
®

The MIFAB UA is a multipurpose
access door. it is designed for
flush installation in drywall, block
or tile, walls and ceilings. Frame
features rounded safety corners,
concealed hinge, flush with frame
fit. it has a unique white finish.
Door is formed for rigidity and
safety.

®

The MIFAB MPFR fire rated access
door is fire rated by Underwriters
Laboratories Inc., for 11/2
hours, “B” label in walls and is rated
by Warnock Hersey for 2 hours in
ceilings. The door meets ANSI-UL
10B standards. The same door can
be used in walls and ceilings.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
> Unique white finish
> Rigid engineered construction
> Rounded safety corners

> Custom sizes available
> Stainless steel available
> Specialty locks available

®

The MIFAB MDW access door is
designed for installation after the
drywall has been applied and when a
concealed outer flange is required.
The outer frame has a galvanized
drywall taping bead. Drywall cement
can be applied over the beading at
the same time as the wallboard joints
and corners. Only the door is visible.
It has a unique white finish.

®

The MIFAB CAD-FL-PL recessed
door is designed for flush
installation in a drywall or plaster
surface. The door panel is flush
with frame. When installed flush
with the wall or ceiling, only the
door panel is exposed. A 3” wide
metal lathe on all sides provides a
rigid frame. A mounting bracket is
recessed 5/8” from the door. It has
a unique white finish.

®

The MIFAB CAD recessed access
door is designed for use in
acoustical, drywall, or tiled
surfaces. The door panel is
recessed 5/8” to allow the
insertion of various types of
material. Only the thickness of the
door and frame edges are
exposed. It has a unique white
finish

®

The MIFAB MI-VB valve box is
designed for flush installation into
walls to house valves and pipes.

®

The MIFAB CAD-FL access door is
designed for flush installation in a
drywall or plaster surface. The door
panel is flush with the frame. When
installed flush with the wall or
ceiling only the door panel is
exposed. A mounting bracket is
recessed 5/8” from the door. It has
a unique white finish.
®

The MIFAB PLASTIC SNAP-IN
PANEL
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